Average features of the interplanetary shock
observed with the Global Muon Detector Network
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From three-dimensional spatial density gradient of galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) observed with the
Global Muon Detector Network (GMDN), we derive average features of the GCR depleted region
behind the IP (interplanetary) shock. We identify 207 IP-shocks that passed the earth based on the
geomagnetic storm sudden commencements (SSCs) and extract 50 events that are associated with
solar coronal mass ejections (CMEs) in a period between 2006 and 2014. From the first order
GCR anisotropy corrected for the solar wind convection and Compton-Getting effect arising from
the earth’s orbital motion, we deduce the density gradient on an hourly basis for each event. We
then derive the average temporal variation of the density gradient by superposing its variations
at the SSC onset timing. We confirm that the density gradient components are clearly enhanced
after the shock passage, indicating the existence of GCR depleted region behind the shock which
causes the Forbush Decrease in the cosmic ray intensity. The enhancement of the radial gradient
shows longer duration when the earth has encountered the western flank of the shock, implying
an asymmetric shielding effect of the shock on the GCRs. The longitudinal gradient, on the other
hand, shows that the GCR density minimum is located around the longitudinal center behind the
shock, which can be ascribed to the centered ejecta driving IP-shock.
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1. Introduction
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Short term decreases in the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) isotropic intensity (or density) following the geomagnetic storm sudden commencements (SSCs) were first observed by Forbush,
1937[7] (Forbush Decreases, FDs). In general, the FD starts with a sudden decrease within 3 hours
of the SSC onset (Lockwood, 1960[19]), reaches maximum depression within about a day and
recovers to the usual level over several days (recovery phase). Most of the decreases follow geomagnetic SSCs, however, the origin of the FD is not the geomagnetic storm but the interplanetary
shock (IP-shock) associated with the solar coronal mass ejection (CME) (Obayashi, 1962[23]),
which causes the SSC as well (Wang et al., 2006[30]).
Investigating the relation between the heliographic longitude of eruptions and the aspect of
FDs, a number of studies (e.g. Sinno, 1962[28]) suggest the east-west asymmetry (E-W asymmetry) of FDs, where the FDs associated with eruptions on the eastern region of the sun disk have
larger magnitude and longer duration than western eruptions. The largest FDs with prominent magnitudes, on the other hand, are observed to be associated with eruptions near the central meridian
of the Sun as Yoshida and Akasofu, 1965[31] called the “center-limb effect”. Cane, 2000[6] gave
a comprehensive interpretation including the E-W asymmetry and center-limb effect applying the
magnetic configuration model of Hundhausen, 1972[13] to the FDs.
The IP-shocks associated with solar eruptions are known to be driven by the ejected “driver
gas” (Hirshberg et al., 1970[12]), i.e. the interplanetary CME. H. V. Cane indicates that the ejecta
is only detected for the shock originating near the central meridian (Cane, 1988[3]) while the
accompanying shock has a greater longitudinal expansion (Cane et al., 1994[4]). We can ascribe the
center-limb effect to the ejecta centered behind the shock which excludes GCRs from its interior.
The E-W asymmetry, on the other hand, is assigned to the global shock effect. The interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) has a spiral configuration in the steady state, known as the Parker spiral
(Parker, 1958[25]). The compressed IMF in the sheath of the shock, therefore, results in a larger
magnitude at the western flank of the shock, reducing the diffusion coefficient of the pitch angle
scattering of GCRs (Jokipii, 1971[14]). The sheath with a small diffusion coefficient shields the
anti-radial diffusive flow arising from the radial density gradient of GCRs and leads to the deep and
long FD at the western side of the shock.
The analysis of the GCR isotropic intensity performed by most of the previous studies, however, shows its limits where it is difficult to separate the dependence of FDs on the eruption’s
location from that on the event size, because the scalar density only reflects the information on
the observation point and does not allow us to infer the three-dimensional structure of the GCR
depleted region behind each IP-shock. The spatial density gradient of GCRs, on the other hand,
allows us to infer the three-dimensional structure of each depleted region. The direction of the
gradient is expected to be independent of the event size if the geometry of the shock is independent
of the size, allowing us to reduce the event size dependence which contaminates the dependence
on the eruption’s location.
The density gradient can be deduced from the first order harmonics of anisotropic intensity
(the first order anisotropy) based on Parker’s transport equation (Parker, 1965[26]). However, it
has been difficult to analyze the dynamic variation of GCR anisotropy associated with IP-shocks,
because the traditional analysis is based on the diurnal variation in the cosmic ray counting rate
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2. Data analysis
2.1 Derivation of the anisotropy and density gradient
We analyze the pressure corrected hourly count rate Ii, j (t) of muons in the j-th directional
channel of the i-th detector in the GMDN at the universal time t. Three components

ξxGEO (t), ξyGEO (t), ξzGEO (t) of the first order anisotropy in the geographic (GEO) coordinate system are derived by best-fitting following model function to Ii, j (t).
Ii,f itj (t) = Ii,0 j (t) + ξxGEO (t)(c11i, j cos ωti − s11i, j sin ωti )
+ ξyGEO (t)(s11i, j cos ωti + c11i, j sin ωti )
+ ξzGEO (t)c01i, j

(2.1)

where Ii,0 j (t) is a parameter representing the contributions from the isotropic intensity and the atmospheric temperature effect, ti is the local time in hour at the i-th detector, c11i, j , s11i, j and c01i, j are the
coupling coefficients and ω = π/12. The coupling coefficients are calculated using the response
function of atmospheric muon intensity to primary cosmic rays (Nagashima, 1971[22], Murakami
et al., 1979[21], Fujimoto et al., 1984[8]). In this calculation, we assume a rigidity independent
anisotropy with the upper limit rigidity set at 105 GV far above the most responsive rigidity of the
muon detectors. We additionally apply an analytical method developed to remove the atmospheric
temperature effect from the derived anisotropy (see Appendix A1 of Okazaki et al., 2008[24]).
The anisotropy vector is transformed to the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system
and corrected for the solar wind convection effect and the Compton-Getting anisotropy arising from
the earth’s 30 km/s orbital motion around the sun. We use the solar wind velocity in the OMNI
data (King and Papitashvili, 2005[15]) to estimate the convection effect. The corrected anisotropy
3
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observed with a single ground-based detector and provides anisotropy on a daily basis as the best
time resolution. Only a global network of detectors can measure the dynamic variation of the
three-dimensional anisotropy separately from the temporal variation of the isotropic intensity.
The GMDN (Global Muon Detector Network), which is capable of measuring the threedimensional anisotropy of ∼ 60 GeV GCRs on an hourly basis, was completed with four multidirectional muon detectors at Nagoya (Japan), Hobart (Australia), São Martinho da Serra (Brazil),
and Kuwait University (Kuwait) in 2006. A new analysis method deducing the hourly first order
anisotropy from the GMDN data was first developed by Kuwabara et al., 2004[17]. The advantage
of the new analysis method were revealed by Kozai et al., 2014[16], where the new method provides
not only the short-term variation but also the long-term variation of anisotropy more accurately than
the traditional method. The anisotropy and density gradient associated with the interplanetary disturbances have been investigated by a number of studies (e.g. Kuwabara et al., 2009[18], Fushishita
et al., 2010[9], and Rockenbach et al., 2014[27]) using the GMDN. However, all of them are confined to the analysis of individual event or special phenomena such as the magnetic flux rope or
precursory anisotropy. In this paper, we perform a statistical analysis of the density gradient observed with the GMDN and reveal the global structure of the GCR depleted region behind the
IP-shock.
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Figure 1: Locations of the solar eruptions associated with analyzed SSCs. Horizontal and vertical axes
represent the heliocentric coordinate system on the sky-plane in which left and right sides correspond to east
and west sides on the solar surface while top and bottom limbs correspond to north and south poles of the
sun. The surrounding circle represents the solar photosphere on the sky-plane with a semi-diameter of 16
arcminute. Solid points divided by vertical lines represent the locations of the solar eruptions in each class,
(a) Xe < −9.4, (b) −9.4 < Xe < 0, (c) 0 < Xe < 9.4, and (d) Xe > 9.4 where Xe arcminute is the horizontal
coordinate of an eruption’s location.

is expressed using the spatial gradient of the GCR density U(rr ,t) at the earth, G (t) = ∇U/U as


B
ξ (t) = RL αk G k + α⊥ G ⊥ − × G ⊥
(2.2)
B
where G k (t) and G ⊥ (t) are the density gradient components parallel and perpendicular to the IMF,
B (t) is the IMF vector in the OMNI data, and RL (t) is the Larmor radius of GCR particles (Gleeson,
1969[10]). αk and α⊥ are dimensionless mean free paths (λk (t) and λ⊥ (t)) of the GCR pitch angle
scattering, defined as
αk = λk (t)/RL (t) and α⊥ = λ⊥ (t)/RL (t).
(2.3)
From equation (2.2), the density gradient G(t) is obtained as
G (t) = G k (t) + G ⊥ (t) =
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+
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B
RL (1 + α⊥2 )

(2.4)

where ξ k (t) and ξ ⊥ (t) are the anisotropy components parallel and perpendicular to the IMF. RL (t)
is calculated as RL (t) = R/cB(t) where c is light speed and R is the rigidity of GCR particle set
at 60 GV. As in Okazaki et al., 2008[24], we assume αk = 7.2 and α⊥ = 0.05αk based on the
numerical solutions by Bieber et al., 1994 and 2004[1, 2].
2.2 Superposed epoch analysis
We deduce average features of the GCR density gradient associated with IP-shocks by superposing its temporal variations obtained from equation (2.4) at the timing of the shock passage.
4
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3. Results
Figure 2 shows the superposed temporal variations of the GCR isotropic intensity observed
with the neutron monitors (NMs) and the density gradient observed with the GMDN. A gray line
shows the temporal variation in each SSC event while black thick and thin lines are the average and
standard error deduced from all gray lines at each time. A time interval between the 1st day before
the SSC onset and the 3rd day after the onset is covered. The isotropic intensity is deduced by
averaging counting rates of two NMs in Thule (Greenland) and McMurdo (Antarctica) as in Suda
et al., 1981[29], as
UThule +UMcMurdo
(3.1)
UNM =
2
where UThule and UMcMurdo are hourly counting rates of the Thule and McMurdo NMs normalized
to the 1 day average before the SSC onset timing. The NM rate UNM indicates the GCR isotropic
intensity (i.e. density) approximately free from the anisotropy because the diurnal anisotropy can
not have a major effect on the cosmic ray intensity at the polar region and an effect from the northsouth anisotropy is canceled by averaging counting rates at the two poles. In Figure 2, NM rate
shows a rapid decrease after the SSC onset and then recovers to the usual level over more than 3
days in all classes, i.e. FD. The time profile of FD shows a clear dependence on the location of
the solar eruption as found by Sinno, 1962[28] and Cane et al., 1994[4] where the decrease and
recovery rate are slower in the eastern eruption event (class (a)) while class (d) shows the most
rapid decrease and recovery.
Before the SSC onset, Gx has an offset of ∼ -1 %/AU while Gy and Gz are around zero in Figure
2, showing well-known radial density gradient in the steady state arising from the heliocentric solar
wind convection of the GCR particles (cf. Munakata et al., 2014[20]). After the SSC onset, Gx
∗ http://www.kagoshima-ct.ac.jp/
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The IP-shocks are known to cause the geomagnetic SSCs in general (Wang et al., 2006[30]). We
identify IP-shock arrivals from the SSCs listed by the German Research Centre for Geosciences
(GFZ) and extract 50 CME-associated shocks (CME events) from 207 SSCs in a period between
2006 and 2014, referring to a space weather news (SW news) of the National Institute of Technology, Kagoshima College∗ (NIT, Kagoshima College) on the date of each SSC occurrence. The SW
news has reported current status of the solar surface and interplanetary space each day, monitoring
SDO, SOHO, ACE, and GOES satellite data, geomagnetic indices, and solar wind prediction by
NOAA/SWPC. It estimates not only the interplanetary origin of each geomagnetic storm but also
the associated solar event, allowing us to respectively identify a solar eruption associated with each
CME event. After identifying the solar eruptions, we specify their locations on the solar surface
referring to the RHESSI flare list as shown in Figure 1. According to the heliocentric horizontal coordinate of each eruption on the sky-plane, Xe arcminute, we classify CME events into (a)
Xe < −9.4, (b) −9.4 < Xe < 0, (c) 0 < Xe < 9.4, and (d) Xe > 9.4. Each class contains (a) 12, (b)
10, (c) 15, and (d) 13 events respectively and we perform a superposed epoch analysis for each
class. The heliocentric coordinate border of the classes, 9.4 arcminute is defined to give approximately even event number in each class. The number of eruptions in Figure 1 is a little less than
that of SSCs because sometimes one eruption event causes multiple SSCs.
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Figure 2: Superposed temporal variations of the cosmic ray parameters in the CME event classified into
(a), (b), (c) and (d) classes. Horizontal axes represent the relative time to each SSC onset timing set at 0
day with the vertical red lines, where positive and negative days indicate the time after and before the SSC
onset. A gray line shows the temporal variation in each SSC event while black thick and thin lines are the
average and standard error deduced from all gray lines at each time. Each panel from top to bottom displays
the GCR isotropic intensity observed with the NMs and x, y and z components of the density gradient in the
GSE coordinate system observed with the GMDN.

shows a clear negative enhancement, indicating that the earth encounters the GCR depleted region
behind the shock propagating antisunward. We can see that its duration time is dependent on the
location of the solar eruption where it is longer in classes (a) and (b) than in classes (c) and (d).
The GSE-y component (opposite to the earth’s orbital motion, i.e. the eastward direction), Gy also
shows an enhancement after the SSC onset. Gy is enhanced to the positive direction for ∼ 6 hours
after the SSC onset only in class (d) and after that, enhanced to negative and positive directions in
classes (b) and (c).
The SSC event associated with an eastern (western) solar eruption involves the earth encountering the western (eastern) flank of the shock. The positive (i.e. eastward) Gy enhancement in
the western eruption events ((c) and (d)) and the negative (westward) one in the eastern eruption
6
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4. Summary and discussions
A number of researchers have performed statistical analyses for the FDs, however, most of
them analyzed only the isotropic intensity, i.e. the GCR density. In this study, we have analyzed
statistically not only the GCR density but also its spatial gradient associated with the IP-shocks for
the first time. The GCR density gradient allows us to infer the three-dimensional structure of GCR
depleted region behind each IP-shock, while the scalar density has only the information on the
observation point. We have derived the density gradient from the first order anisotropy observed
with the GMDN which is capable of providing the GCR anisotropy on an hourly basis. 50 CMEassociated shocks were identified for analysis in a period between 2006 and 2014 and we have
performed a superposed epoch analysis of the density gradient for them.
The radial density gradient is enhanced at the timing of SSC onset in all classes of the eruption’s location, indicating that the earth encountered the GCR depleted region which causes FD.
The average temporal variation of the density gradient indicates two features of the depleted region
behind the shock:
• The depleted region is asymmetric with a larger spread in its western side (E-W asymmetry).
This implies an asymmetric shielding effect of the shock on the GCR particles where the
compressed plasma in the sheath of the shock has a smaller diffusion coefficient of GCRs in
the western flank as proposed by Haurwitz et al., 1965[11].
• The density minimum is located around the longitudinal center behind the shock (center-limb
effect) in spite of the asymmetric shock effect. This is interpreted as the solar ejecta (interplanetary CME) centered behind the shock causing the most depleted region as indicated by
Cane et al., 1996[5].
The NM rate shows the deepest FD in the eastern eruption events (a) compared with the centerlimb effect, however, the dependence of the average depth on the eruption’s location seems insignificant with a large dispersion as shown in Figure 2. We can ascribe a major part of this dispersion to
the dependence on the event size. The GSE-y component Gy of the density gradient, on the other
hand, is significantly enhanced to the opposite directions in the eastern (b) and western (c) events
because the vector direction, which indicates the three-dimensional geometry, is not affected by the
event size, allowing us to discuss the structure of the depleted region with a greater significance.
7
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event (b), therefore, imply that the GCR density minimum is located around the longitudinal center
behind the shock, supporting the result of Yoshida and Akasofu, 1965[31], the center-limb effect.
On the other hand, slower Gx enhancement in the eastern eruption events and significant but short
Gy enhancement in class (d) imply that the GCR depleted region has a large spread in its western
side and is narrow and compressed in the eastern side, indicating the E-W asymmetry of the shock
effect proposed by Haurwitz et al., 1965[11]. These are partially supported by the east-west dependence of the NM rate mentioned above, however, NM rate shows the most reduced density in the
eastern eruption event (class (a)) on average, compared with the center-limb effect.
The north-south component Gz , on the other hand, shows no systematic dependence on the
longitudinal location of the solar eruption, while the large dispersion after the SSC onset indicates
the existence of Gz enhancement.
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